
 
 

 

TIP SHEET 
Holiday Traditions and Twists 
Advice for Traditional and Not-So-Traditional Gifts 
 
The holidays are filled with traditions. Whether it’s a new way to hand out gifts or Aunt Mary’s 
just-discovered recipe for the best stuffing, new traditions seem to get established with each 
passing year.   
 
For shoppers seeking traditional gifts or traditional gifts with a twist, Lands’ End makes it easy 
to find the perfect gift for any budget and everyone on the list. According to Emily Henderson, 
host of HGTV’s Secrets From a Stylist, “I know they [Lands’ End] do traditional well, but this 
season, there’s a lot of unexpected.”  
 
Henderson shares her holiday shopping secrets. “I have a rule that everything I buy needs to be 
either beautiful, functional or sentimental. If they can be all these things, then I’m psyched 
because that’s good design.” Lands’ End takes Henderson’s advice and offers suggestions for 
traditional and non-traditional gifts. 
 
A bit traditional . . . 
 

• Heirloom-quality Cashmere: Very few natural fibers are softer, 
warmer or more luxurious than cashmere.  Lands’ End makes its 
cashmere sweaters from only the finest Inner Mongolian 
cashmere. This season, it’s the plushest ever and true heirloom 
quality, making it an unbeatable value. Choose a timeless 
silhouette for men and women such as the V-neck, Crewneck, or 
Cardigan. Look for the Cashmere Tee for women available in a 
dozen striking colors.  

• Flannel-lined Down Robe: This unique robe is perfect for 
lounging in the morning or unwinding at night. It features cozy down warmth in a comfy 
robe silhouette. The 450 fill power down is lined with toasty cotton flannel to be super-
warm, yet lightweight. 

• Needlepoint Anything! Needlepoint is a tradition that dates back thousands of years. The 
tradition is alive and well at Lands’ End with handmade Needlepoint Pillow Covers in festive 
themes such as a red-and-green plaid, Pear Tree and ‘Tis the Season. Look for Needlepoint 
Ornaments and even a Needlepoint Tote that is simply stunning. 

 

-more- 

 
 

http://www.landsend.com/ix/gifts/index.html?visible=1
http://www.landsend.com/ix/gifts/Assortments=Hostess-Gifts/index.html?merchAsId=123&visible=1~1
http://www.landsend.com/ix/womens-clothing/Women/Sweaters/Cashmere/index.html?seq=1~2~3~4&catNumbers=83~86~1334&visible=1~2~1~1&sort=Recommended&pageSize=72
http://www.landsend.com/ix/womens-clothing/Women/Womens-Sleepwear/index.html?seq=1~2~3&catNumbers=83~199&visible=1~2~1&cm_re=D-3-13&pageSize=72
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• Covered in Canvas: Lands’ End is legendary for its Canvas Totes. They’re super durable and 
available in a variety of sizes. Each can be personalized with initials or a name and make 
great, reusable gift packaging. The Canvas Garden Tote features a low profile to keep 
everything for the gardener handy. It’s divided into three sections to organize tools, seeds, 
bulbs and more. Lands’ End even offers organic, packaged seeds and a set of four Pewter 
Garden Stakes to place inside the tote. 

• Fleece for the Family: “Winter is all about being warm and cozy. And nobody knows warm 
and cozy like Lands’ End,” said Henderson. Fleece is the perfect way to keep family and 
friends cozy and warm. Lands’ End offers fleece jackets, parkas, half-zips and cold-weather 
accessories for the entire family. It’s super plush, cuddly soft and as cozy as ever.  

• Dream Chenille Throw: This is affordable luxury! The Dream Chenille Throw is a plush, uber-
soft throw that will be a welcome addition to any home. It features a classic chevron 
pattern created by softly twisted yarns that give the fabric depth and loft.  

 

Traditional with a Twist  

• Needlepoint Device Cases: Tote your iPad®, Kindle®, 
Nook®, iPhone® and iPod® Touch in style. These 
handmade needlepoint cases offer an elegant, vintage 
look with 100 percent wool yarn needlepoint on 100 
percent luxurious, cotton velvet. Each features a snap 
closure and velvet sleeve to protect the screen. Look 
for cute and sophisticated designs including Penguin, 
USA Map, Tapestry, Houndstooth, Pear and 
Showshoes. There’s sure to be a design for everyone. 
Monogram it for a personal touch. 

• Needlepoint Accessories: Have some fun giving gifts 
with a Needlepoint Flask that reads “Bottoms Up,” a 
Key Fob that states “Lost” and a Wallet with “Change 
is good” emblazoned on the front. They’re not only 
functional, but will likely be conversational pieces for 
years to come. 

• Goods Made Good: The Handmade, Patchwork Quilted Throw: Goods Made Good is a 
project by Goodwill Industries® to benefit their clients in North-Central Wisconsin. Each of 
these throws is made from recycled men’s suit jackets and is a handmade, unique creation 
with the textures of twill, herringbone and more. No two are alike.  

 

-more- 

 

http://www.landsend.com/ix/home-travel-luggage/For-The-Home/Totes-Bags/index.html?seq=1~2~3&catNumbers=256~1284&visible=1~2~1&cm_re=D-9-2&pageSize=72
http://www.landsend.com/ix/home-travel-luggage/For-The-Home/Assortments=tech-cases/index.html?seq=1~2~3&catNumbers=256&visible=1~2~1&merchAsId=991&pageSize=72
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• Cute and Cuddly Kenana Plush Toys: Made from homespun wool 
and dyed with natural plant dye by the Kenana Knitters group 
from Kenya. Each is one-of-a-kind and signed by the woman who 
knitted it. Look for Alien, Bronto Dinosaur, Chimp, Puppy  and 
Penguin. 

• Cozy Kids’ Sleeping Bags: This is a perfect gift with function! 
Visions of sugar plums will dance in kids’ heads as they drift off to 
dreamland in these colorful sleeping bags. Each features a 
generous cushion of polyester fill and is channel quilted to keep 
fill evenly distributed inside. 

• Beyond Basic Scarves, Hats, Gloves and Mittens. Give some fashion 
flair to outerwear with beyond-the-basic scarves, gloves, hats and 
mittens. For men, the Plaid Alpaca Scarf is ultra-soft and available in 
three classic plaids. Add color with the women’s Fair Isle Scarf in 
Dusty Coral or Seashore. Or consider the adorable yet elegant Holiday 
Owl Scarf that features three knit owls on each end. 

 
• Pamper the Pooch! Sometimes, man’s best friend is the best way to your 

friend’s heart. Whether for a family pet or a friend’s, dog sweaters, jackets 
and vests are a great gift. Look for sporty styles including the Pet Squall® 
that’s based on the legendary Lands’ End Squall®, adorable Chilly Dog® 
Sweaters with whimsical reindeer antlers in the hood and a Titletown® 
Sweater to help families howl for their favorite team. 

 
 
 

# # # 
 
For interviews or more information contact: Molly Hawkins, 608-935-6089 or molly.hawkins@landsend.com  
 

http://www.landsend.com/ix/home-travel-luggage/For-The-Home/Just-for-Dogs/Assortments=Personalized-Gifts/index.html?seq=1~2~4~3&catNumbers=256~301&visible=1~2~1~1&merchAsId=196&pageSize=72
mailto:molly.hawkins@landsend.com
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